
Yarrow Recommends! 

Welcome to the first issue of ‘Yarrow Recommends!’ This newsletter will 
highlight a few books each half term that we feel your children will love. In 
addition to this, it will also direct you to some recently released books that 
children may enjoy and reviews of books children are currently reading! 

New to the class library 

Where Monsters Lie is Polly Ho-Yen’s second novel 
and follows her popular debut (Boy In the Tower) that 
we loved reading in class. This book is a spooky, at-
mospheric tale, steeped in legend and mystery. 

It all began on the night of the offering - a tradition 
in Mivtown to keep the monsters of the loch away 
from the   tiny village. Effie doesn't really believe in 
the monsters that are supposed to lead you into the 
water. But shortly after Buster escapes, Effie's mum 
disappears, and then black slugs begin to show up  
everywhere...  

Mr. Broomhead recommends… 

My must-read book of this half term is Who Let the Gods Out by Maz Evans, 
which links in perfectly to our Ancient Greeks topic. 
Elliot’s mum is ill and his home is under threat, but a 
shooting star crashes to earth and changes his life 
forever. The star is Virgo – a young Zodiac goddess on 
a mission. But the pair accidentally release Thanatos, 
a wicked death daemon imprisoned beneath Stone-
henge, and must then turn to the old Olympian gods 
for help. A new, exciting and brilliant  adventure – 
the first in a series centred on the Olympian 
gods.  Next in the series is also in our                school 
library! 



 

New releases 

     Sky Song by Abi Elphinstone 

The Light Jar by Lisa Thompson 

The Explorer by Katherine Rundell 

Class recommendations 

Chantelle recommends Beetle Queen by M.G. Leonard  
because it is ‘full of adventure, fun and lots of bugs...lots!” 

 

Jake recommends The Last Wild by Piers Torday 
because it is ‘an adventure book about a boy whose life 
changes for ever!” 

Both George’s recommends Gerrard by Matt Oldfield    
because it is ‘a great biography and is perfect for younger 

football fans...especially Liverpool fans! 

 

Tanya recommends Rooftoppers by Katherine Rundell   
because ‘it is about a girl called Sophie, who has a        mys-

terious past. It also shows that you can be different!’ 

 

 

 

Why do we read? 

Maz Evans,  author of 
‘Who Let the God’s Out?’ 
and ‘Simply the Quest.’ 


